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The scale of manufacture for fashion and textile
products depends on the:

• Bundle production is when product parts are
organised in bundles which are passed along
the assembly line. Different set-ups exist for the
organisation of machinery.

• Street style

• quantity needed
• cost of the product
• timescale for production
• complexity of the product.
Job production (custom-made, bespoke, one-off)
• Unique products made for a specific individual
by highly skilled, versatile machinists and
technicians.
• Made-to-measure tailoring is an example of
bespoke manufacture.
• Prototyping falls under one-off production as one
product is made to test a concept.
Batch production
• Set numbers of identical products are made in
batches in a given timescale, in a factory setting
on a production line.
• Batches could be in 100s or 1000s.
• Seasonal products are produced in batches.
Mass production
• The largest scale of production for products that
are in constant demand over long periods of time.
• Workers each complete one task before passing
the work on which can be repetitive.
• Some factories operate 24 hours per day to meet
demand.
• Some sections include automated
manufacturing.

• Each operative completes their set task in a
bundle before passing it on to the next machinist
or operative.
• Bundles could be organised according to size or
colour-way.
Line production
• Machines are set up in a straight line. Work
is organised in bundles and moves from one
machinist to the next in line.
• Each machinist completes the same set task
before passing the work on.
Cell production
• This is a sub-system that operates within another
larger production line.
• Cells may produce the entire product or focus on
specialist parts of a product.
Garment workers
on a straight
production line —
product parts are
organised in bundles
for assembly by
workers.

Street style comes from youth groups who are
grouped according to culture, age, ethnicity, religion
or social class. Styles reflect group identity.
• Contemporary fashion
Contemporary fashion refers to trends that are
currently fashionable and favoured by the masses.
• Ready to wear (Prêt-à-Porter)
Small collections created by leading designers at
affordable prices and sold at retail outlets. They
are not exclusive.
• Haute couture
One-off garments made to measure with the finest
and most expensive fabrics and trims. These
exclusive garments carry a very high price tag.
• Role of designers
Fashions change because designers develop new
concepts or ‘looks’. Fashion shows are used to
showcase new collections, ideas trickle down from
these shows into mainstream fashion.
• Fashion forecasting
Market researchers who predict future trends years
in advance of their popularity being realised.
• Trend setters
Individuals with a strong sense of style and fashion
who trigger new trends, celebrities for example.
• Image makers
Image makers specialise in creating a ‘look or style’
for clients, who could be individuals, groups or
companies looking for a corporate image.

